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Symplectic involutions of holomorphic symplectic
fourfolds
Chiara Camere
1 Introduction
In this paper we are going to study involutions of irreducible symplectic fourfolds and their fixed
points. In particular we are going to concentrate on symplectic involutions, i.e. those which
preserve the symplectic form.
The study of symplectic involutions and more generally of automorphisms of finite order on K3
surfaces has been started by Nikulin in [13]. Since irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifolds
are the natural generalization of K3 surfaces in higher dimension, Beauville started to study the
same problems for such manifolds in [2]. Many authors have studied the problem from different
view-points, here we want to mention only the papers by Boissie`re [6] and Boissie`re-Sarti [7] on
natural involutions and the paper by Beauville [4] in which he deals with the case of antisymplectic
involutions.
We remark in Section 4 that the irreducible components of the fixed locus of a symplectic
involution on an irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifoldX are smooth symplectic subvarieties
of X ; hence, if dimX = 4 they are either isolated points, smooth abelian surfaces or smooth K3
surfaces.
In Section 5 we state and prove the main result of this paper: when X is an irreducible
holomorphic fourfold with b2(X) = 23 there are only 3 possibilities for the number of isolated
fixed points of a symplectic involution, 12, 28 or 36; moreover, in the first and third case at least
one irreducible component of the fixed locus should be a smooth abelian surface. The main tool
for our proof is the holomorphic Lefschetz theorem by Atyah-Singer (see [1]) that we recall in
Section 3.
In fact we conjecture that the fixed locus of a symplectic involution on such a fourfold cannot
contain an abelian surface, and hence the only possibility would be that it contains 28 isolated
points and a smooth K3 surface. The rest of the paper is devoted to provide evidences for this
conjecture looking at different examples: the Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface in Section 6, the Fano
variety of a cubic in P5 in Section 7 and the double cover of an EPW sextic in Section 8 .
2 Irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifolds
Let us recall first of all the definition of irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifold; for all the
details on this subject the reader may refer to [3] and to Part III of [11].
Definition. A compact Ka¨hler manifold X is irreducible holomorphic symplectic if it is simply
connected and admits a symplectic 2-form ω ∈ H2,0(X) everywhere non degenerate and unique up
to multiplication by a nonzero scalar.
It follows immediately from the definition that we have H0(ΩX) ∼= H1(OX) = 0, since X
is simply connected; moreover the existence of a symplectic 2-form implies that the complex
1
dimension of X is always even and that KX is trivial. From the definition it follows that the
Hodge structure of the second cohomology ring H2(X,C) is H2(X,C) ∼= Cω⊕H1,1(X)⊕Cω¯ and
we have an isomorphism between TX and Ω1X .
Not many examples of irreducible symplectic manifolds are known. Here we briefly describe
those in dimension 4 that we need in the next sections.
The Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface. Let S be a smooth K3 surface and let X = S[2]
be the Hilbert scheme of S of 0−schemes of length 2; then X can be constructed in the following
way:
Bl∆(S × S) //

X

S × S // S(2)
as the blow-up along the diagonal ∆ of the symmetric product of S. For further details see [3].
All the other families we are going to consider turn out to be deformation equivalent to this one
and hence will have the same cohomology.
In particular let us recall that b2(X) = 23 and that the Hodge diamond is the following
1
0 0
1 21 1
0 0 0 0
1 21 232 21 1
The Fano variety of a smooth cubic in P5. Let X be a smooth cubic hypersurface in
P5 and F the Fano Variety of X , i.e. the variety of lines contained in X . In their paper of
1985 [5] Beauville and Donagi show that this is an irreducible holomorphic symplectic fourfold
deformation equivalent to the former family. Moreover, they show that there is an isomorphism
of Hodge structures α : H4(X,Z) ∼= H2(F,Z).
The double cover of an EPW sextic. This example has been introduced and inten-
sively studied by O’Grady in [14] and many other papers. Starting from a 6-dimensional vec-
tor space V and from a general enough Lagrangian subspace A ⊂ ∧3V , the subvariety YA :={
v ∈ P(V )/(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A 6= 0} turns out to be a hypersurface of degree 6 of the type described
by Eisenbud-Popescu-Walter; YA is not smooth, but it has a smooth double cover XA that is an
irreducible holomorphic symplectic fourfold when A is general enough. We will discuss this more
in detail in Section 8.
3 Holomorphic Lefschetz Theorem
Let us briefly recall the Holomorphic Lefschetz theorem by Atiyah-Singer (see [1]), following the
paper by Donovan [8], where the reader can find all the details and the proofs that we are skipping.
In order to keep the notation as simple as possible we limit our presentation to the case of
involutions.
Let Z ⊂ Fix(i) be an irreducible component of the fixed point set of an involution i on a
smooth projective variety X . Let N∗Z be the dual of the normal bundle of Z; since TZ is fixed by
di and on the other hand i is non degenerate, from the exact sequence
0 // TZ // TX|Z // NZ // 0
it follows that NZ is the eigensheaf corresponding to −1.
2
Let us consider a coherent sheaf F on X and let η : i∗F −→ F be a morphism such that the
composite morphism η ◦ i∗η is the identity; then there is an induced action i∗ on the vector space
of global sections Γ(F ). Hence the involution i and η induce an action on the cohomology ring
H∗(X,F ) of the sheaf F that we will always denote by i∗ for the sake of simplicity.
Moreover η induces an involution η|Z : F|Z −→ F|Z with eigenvalues ±1. Throughout all that
follows we will denote F+|Z and F
−
|Z the eigensheaves respectively fixed by η|Z and associated to
−1.
Theorem 1. Holomorphic Lefschetz-Riemann-Roch formula Let X be a smooth projective
variety of dimension d, i an involution of X and F a coherent sheaf on X; let η : i∗F −→ F be a
morphism such that η ◦ i∗η = idF and let i∗ be the induced action on H∗(X,F ). Let Z ⊂ Fix(i)
be an irreducible component of the fixed point set. Then the following formula holds:
d∑
j=0
(−1)jTr(i∗|Hj(F )) =
∑
Z⊂Fix(i)
irreducible
∫
Z
Td(Z).
[
ch(F+|Z)− ch(F−|Z)
]
∑
p≥0 ch(∧pN∗Z)
4 Fixed loci
The property of preserving the symplectic form induces limitations on the irreducible components
of the locus of fixed points. Let us remark some important properties.
Lemma 2. Let X be a projective smooth variety and f : X −→ X a periodic endomorphism; then
each component of the fixed point set Fix(f) is smooth.
Proof. See [8], Lemma 4.1.
In the case we are interested in we have more than smoothness.
Proposition 3. Let X be an irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifold and i a symplectic
involution on X. Then the irreducible components of Fix(i) are symplectic subvarieties of X.
Proof. Let Z ⊂ Fix(i) be an irreducible component of the fixed point set of dimension d > 0.
We need to prove that the restriction to Z of the symplectic form ω gives a symplectic form on
Z. We know that TX|Z ∼= TZ ⊕ NZ and that TZ and NZ are respectively the eigensheaves
associated to ±1. Given z ∈ Z, since i is symplectic, TzZ and NZ,z are orthogonal and hence both
symplectic.
Remark 4. In particular if X has dimension 4, the irreducible components can be either isolated
fixed points or K3 and abelian surfaces.
5 Symplectic involutions
Now we are ready to show the main result. We will show that there are few different possibilities
for the nature of the fixed locus of a symplectic involution on an irreducible holomorphic symplectic
fourfold such that b2 = 23. By [12], when X is an irreducible holomorphic symplectic fourfold such
that b2 = 23, the canonical map S
2H2(X,C) → H4(X,C) is an isomorphism and, as we already
said in Section 2, this is the case for the family of Hilbert schemes S[2] of a K3 surface S and for
their deformations.
3
Theorem 5. Let X be an irreducible holomorphic symplectic fourfold such that b2(X) = 23 and
let i be a symplectic involution of X. Let τ be the trace of i∗ on H1,1(X), N and K respectively
the numbers of isolated fixed points and of K3 surfaces of fixed points. Then only the following
cases can occur:
1. τ = −3, N = 12 and K = 0;
2. τ = 3, N = 36 and K = 0;
3. τ = 5, N = 28 and K = 1.
Moreover in the first two cases i fixes at least one abelian surface.
In fact, we conjecture that only the last case can occur.
Conjecture. Let X and i be as in Theorem 5; the fixed locus of i cannot contain an abelian
surface.
In the next sections we will provide evidence for this conjecture verifying it in some of the
known examples of irreducible symplectic fourfolds such that b2(X) = 23.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let us apply the holomorphic Lefschetz Riemann-Roch formula dis-
cussed in Section 3 to the cohomology of the sheaves OX , Ω1X and Ω2X .
The sheaf OX. We know that h0,0 = h2,0 = h4,0 = 1 and h1,0 = h3,0 = 0; on the other hand,
we know that H2,0(X) = 〈ωX〉 and H4,0(X) = 〈ω2X〉, hence they are fixed by the involution and
the Lefschetz number is L(i) = Σ(−1)iTr(i∗|Hi,0(X)) = 3.
For each fixed surface Y of Fix (i) we have to calculate
∫
Y
Td(Y ).(1 + ch(N∗Y ) + ch(detN
∗
Y ))
−1
since the only eigenvalue of di is -1 and the rank of N∗Y is 2. From the short exact sequence
0 // TY // TX|Y // NY // 0
we get c1(N
∗
Y ) = −c1(NY ) = −c1(TX|Y ) + c1(TY ) = 0 and
c2(N
∗
Y ) = c2(NY ) = c2(TX|Y )− c2(TY )− c1(NY )c1(TY ) = c2(X). [Y ]− c2(Y ).
The Lefschetz formula for OX becomes then
3 =
∑
i(p)=p
1
det(1− di|Tp)
+
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
∫
Sj
1 + 112 c2(Sj)
4 + c2(Sj)− c2(X). [Sj ] (1)
The restriction of di to Tp is − idC4 , hence det(1 − di|Tp) = 24 = 16.
An easy computation gives
1 + 112 c2(Sj)
4 + c2(Sj)− c2(X). [Sj ] =
1
4
− 1
24
c2(Sj) +
1
16
c2(X). [Sj ]
Let us write aj :=
∫
Sj
c2(X). [Sj ]; since
∫
Sj
c2(Sj) = 24 if Sj is K3 and
∫
Sj
c2(Sj) = 0 if Sj is
abelian, from (1) it follows that
4
3 =
N
16
−K + 1
16
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj (2)
The sheaf Ω1
X
. We know that h0,1 = h2,1 = h4,1 = 0 and h1,1 = h3,1 = 21, since H1,1(X) ∼=
H3,1(X); moreover this isomorphism is compatible with i∗ since it is given by product with ωX
and i is symplectic. The Lefschetz number is L(i,Ω1X) = −2τ .
In this case we get
L(i,Ω1X) =
∑
i(Y )=Y
∫
Y
Td(Y ).(ch(Ω+|Y )− ch(Ω−|Y ))
(1 + ch(N∗Y ) + ch(detN
∗
Y ))
where Ω+|Y and Ω
−
|Y are respectively the subbundle of Ω
1
X|Y fixed by the action of the dual of di|Y
and the subbundle on which the dual of di|Y has eigenvalue -1.
When Y is an isolated fixed point p ∈ X we get
−4
det(1 − di|Tp)
= −1
4
When Y is a fixed surface, we have to calculate (ch(Ω+|Y ) − ch(Ω−|Y )). Since Ω+|Y = TY and
Ω−|Y = N
∗
Y , we have
(ch(Ω+|Y )− ch(Ω−|Y )) = 2− c2(Y )− 2 + c2(X). [Y ]− c2(Y ) = c2(X). [Y ]− 2c2(Y )
From (
1
4
− 1
24
c2(Y ) +
1
16
c2(X). [Y ]
)
. (c2(X). [Y ]− 2c2(Y )) = 1
4
c2(X). [Y ]− 1
2
c2(Y )
it follows then that the Lefschetz formula for Ω1X is
− 2τ = −N
4
− 12K + 1
4
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj (3)
The sheaf Ω2
X
. We know that h0,2 = h4,2 = 1, h2,2 = 232 and h1,2 = h3,2 = 0: indeed, from
S2H2(X,C) ∼= H4(X,C) (see [12]) it follows
H2,2(X) ∼= H2,0(X)⊗H0,2(X)⊕ S2H1,1(X) ∼= C⊕ S2H1,1(X)
Let us write σ := Tr(i∗|H2,2(X)); we need to deduce σ from τ .
If i∗ is of type (a, b) on H1,1(X), we have τ = a − b and h1,1 = a + b; on the other hand
H1,1(X) = H1,1+ ⊕H1,1− implies that
H2,2(X) ∼= C⊕ S2H1,1+ ⊕ S2H1,1− ⊕H1,1+ ⊗H1,1−
Hence σ = 1 + a(a+1)2 +
b(b+1)
2 − ab = 1 + h
1,1
2 +
τ2
2 .
The Lefschetz number is then L(i,Ω2X) = 2 + σ = 3 +
21
2 +
τ2
2 =
27+τ2
2 .
We need to know which are the subbundles of Ω2X|Y associated to the eigenvalues 1 and -1.
We have (Ω2
X|Y )
+ ∼= ∧2Ω+|Y ⊕ ∧2Ω−|Y ∼= detTY ⊕ detN∗Y and (Ω2X|Y )− ∼= TY ⊗N∗Y .
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When Y is an isolated fixed point p ∈ X we get
6
det(1− di|Tp)
=
3
8
When Y is a fixed surface, we get instead
(ch(Ω2X|Y )
+)− ch(Ω2X|Y )−)) = ch(O2Y )− ch(TY )ch(N∗Y ) = 2− 4 + 2c2(X). [Y ] =
= 2c2(X). [Y ]− 2
Since (
1
4
− 1
24
c2(Y ) +
1
16
c2(X). [Y ]
)
. (2c2(X). [Y ]− 2) = −1
2
+
3
8
c2(X). [Y ] +
1
12
c2(Y )
the Lefschetz formula for Ω2X becomes
27 + τ2
2
=
3N
8
+ 2K +
3
8
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj (4)
The system. We have thus obtained the following linear system

3 = N16 −K + 116
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj
−2τ = −N4 − 12K + 14
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj
27+τ2
2 =
3N
8 + 2K +
3
8
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj
(5)
from which, by eliminating
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj , we deduce

−τ2 + 4τ + 33 = N
τ2 − 9 = 16K
(6)
On the other hand it must be K ≥ 0 and N ≥ 0, hence τ must satisfy the following:

τ ≤ −3 or τ ≥ 3
2−√37 ≤ τ ≤ 2 +√37
Moreover the second equation of (6) implies that τ is odd and that it cannot be 7, since otherwise
K would not be an integer.
If we replace the solutions we found in (5), we get
1.
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj = 36 when τ = −3;
2.
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj = 12 when τ = 3;
3.
∑
i(Sj)=Sj
aj = 36 when τ = 5.
Hence if there is a symplectic involution satisfying the first or the second line of the table it must
have a fixed abelian surface. This ends the proof.
Corollary 6. Let X and i be as in Theorem 5; then:
1. i has always at least 12 isolated fixed points and 1 fixed surface;
2. i fixes at most 1 K3 surface and in this case it has 28 isolated fixed points.
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6 The Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface
As a first evidence to our conjecture, we will show that the natural symplectic involution on the
Hilbert scheme of a K3 surface fixes exactly 28 isolated points and 1 K3 surface.
Let S be a smooth K3 surface and let X be the Hilbert scheme of S of 0−schemes of length
2 (see Section 2 for some details on the construction); given an involution σ of S, there is an
involution i = σ[2] induced by it: such an involution is said to be natural. For further details on
natural involutions the reader is referred to [7] and [6].
Here we want to remark only that if σ is symplectic then also i will preserve the symplectic
form on X . Moreover, Nikulin showed in [13] that a symplectic involution on a smooth K3 surface
fixes 8 isolated points. Hence, on X the isolated fixed points will be all the couples {p, q} where
p, q ∈ Fix(σ) are distinct; this gives (82) = 28 isolated fixed points. The fixed K3 surface is the
closure in X of the surface made of the points {p, σ(p)} with p ∈ S \ Fix(σ).
Let us study the deformations of the couple (X, i). We will show that there are nontrivial
deformations, i.e. deformations that cannot be obtained from a deformation of (S, σ).
The infinitesimal deformations of X are unobstructed and there is a canonical isomorphism
j : H2(S,C)⊕ Ce −→ H2(X,C) (see [3]), where e is the class of the exceptional divisor.
Proposition 7. Let S be a smooth K3 surface and σ a symplectic involution on S; let X = S[2] be
the Hilbert scheme of S and i = σ[2] the natural symplectic involution on X. Then the infinitesimal
deformations of the couple (X, i) are parametrized by H1,1(X)i = j(H1,1(S)σ)⊕ Ce.
Proof. We have the following diagram
Def(S, σ) //

Def(S)

Def(X, i) // Def(X)
Looking at the tangent spaces at 0 we thus get
H1,1(S)σ //

H1,1(S)

H1,1(X)i // H1,1(X) = j(H1,1(S))⊕ Ce
Since τ = 5 and h1,1(S) = 20, we have dimH1,1(X)i = 13; on the other hand dimH1,1(S)σ = 12 by
Theorem 3 and all natural automorphisms leave globally invariant the exceptional divisor (see [7]),
hence i∗e = e and e ∈ H1,1(X)i. As a consequence we see that H1,1(X)i = j(H1,1(S)σ)⊕Ce.
7 The Fano variety of a smooth cubic
LetX be a smooth cubic in P5 and let F be the variety of lines ofX ; it is an irreducible holomorphic
symplectic fourfold (see [5]). We want to investigate which involutions σ of P5 induce involutions
of X and hence of F and of which kind these ones are.
We have the following situation:
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σ X p ∈ X s.t.. σ(p) = p
[X0, .., X5] X
2
0L+G [1, 0, .., 0],
↓ with L ∈ C [X1, .., X5]1 [0, y1, .., y5] ∈ V (G)
[−X0, X1, .., X5] G ∈ C [X1, .., X5]3
[X0, .., X5] X
2
0L0 +X
2
1L1 +X0X1L2 +G [x1, x2, 0, .., 0] ∀ [x1, x2] ∈ P1,
↓ with Li ∈ C [X2, .., X5]1 [0, 0, y1, .., y4] ∈ V (G)
[−X0,−X1, X2, .., X5] G ∈ C [X2, .., X5]3
[X0, .., X5] X
2
0L0 + · · ·+X22L5 +G [x1, x2, x3, 0, 0, 0]
↓ with Li ∈ C [X3, .., X5]1 ∀ [x1, x2, x3] ∈ P2,
[−X0,−X1,−X2, X3, X4, X5] G ∈ C [X3, .., X5]3 [0, 0, 0, y1, .., y3] ∈ V (G)
In [5] the authors show that α : H4(X,Z) ∼= H2(F,Z) is an isomorphism of Hodge structures; via
this isomorphism we have α(H2,0(F )) = H3,1(X). By Griffiths’ theorem on the cohomology of
hypersurfaces in Pn (see [15] §18 The´ore`me 18.1), H3,1(X) is generated by a meromorphic 5-form
of P5 with poles of order 2 along X , i.e.
Ω =
∑
(−1)iXi dX0 ∧ .. ∧
ˆdXi ∧ .. ∧ dX5
P 2
where P is a polynomial defining X . Hence σ induces on F a symplectic involution i if and only
if σ∗Ω = Ω and this is true only in the second case.
Let us study in more detail the locus of fixed points on F in the symplectic case: we claim
that the fixed locus is given by 28 isolated points and one K3 surface.
Indeed there are the lines of fixed points, i.e. X2 = ... = X5 = 0 and the 27 lines on the cubic
G = X0 = X1 = 0, which give the 28 points. All other lines fixed by the involution pass through
2 fixed points, hence they can be parametrized as
λ [a1, a2, 0, .., 0] + µ [0, 0, b1, .., b4]
Replacing in the equation of X we get
a21L0(b1, .., b4) + a
2
2L1(b1, .., b4) + a1a2L2(b1, .., b4) = 0
equation which defines a divisor of bidegree (2, 1) in P1 × V (G) ⊂ P1 × P3, which is a K3 surface.
When i is symplectic, let us study Def(F, i) and compare it with Def(X, σ).
Proposition 8. Let X be a smooth cubic in P5 and let F be the variety of lines of X; let σ be
the involution of P5 such that σ∗Ω = Ω and i the symplectic involution induced by σ on F . Then
the infinitesimal deformations of the couple (F, i) are parametrized by H1,1(F )i ∼= H1(X,TX)σ.
Proof. We have (see [15] Corollary 18.12 and Lemma 18.15) H1(X,TX) ∼= R3P ∼= H2,2(X)0,
where R3P is the degree 3 component of the Jacobian ring of P , but on the other hand (see
[5]) we know that H1,1(F )0 ∼= H2,2(X)0. Hence also the invariant parts will be isomorphic, i.e.
all deformations of (F, i) are obtained by deforming (X, σ) and taking the Fano variety of the
deformation with the induced involution.
8 Double covers of EPW sextics
As a last example let us see what happens in the case of the double cover of an EPW sextic. Let V
be a 6-dimensional vector space, P(V ) ∼= P5; on ∧3V the wedge product ∧ : ∧3V × ∧3V −→ ∧6V
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induces a sympletic form ω by choosing an isomorphism ∧6V ∼= C. Let us take a Lagrangian
subspace A ⊂ ∧3V and let us define YA :=
{
v ∈ P(V )/(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A 6= 0}; for general A, YA is a
hypersurface of degree 6 of the type described by Eisenbud-Popescu-Walter. Such a hypersurface
is not smooth, but for a general A it has a smooth double cover XA which is an irreducible
holomorphic symplectic fourfold (see [14]). We will show that the involution of V such that
dim V + = 4 induces, when A is general enough, a symplectic involution on XA which fixes exactly
28 isolated points and one K3 surface.
Let F be the vector bundle given on fibers by Fv = v ∧ ∧2V for all v ∈ P5; there is an
isomorphism F ∼= Ω3
P5
(3). We look at the morphism λA : F −→ ∧3VA ⊗OP5 given on fibers by
v ∧ α ∈ Fv 7→ [v ∧ α] ∈ ∧
3V
A
for v ∈ P5. Since the two sheaves considered have both rank 10, CokerλA is a torsion sheaf on P5.
Let us define ξA = ζA⊗OYA(−3) where ζA is a coherent sheaf on YA such that j∗ζA = CokerλA;
there is an isomorphism αA : ξA −→ ξ∗A that gives OYA ⊕ ξA the structure of a commutative
OYA−algebra. We define XA = Spec(OYA ⊕ ξA); the structure map f : XA −→ YA is finite of
degree 2. The fourfold XA is smooth whenever
A ∈ LG0(∧3V ) = {A ∈ LG(∧3V )/P(A) ∩G(3, 6) = ∅ and dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A ≤ 2 for all v ∈ V }
The double cover is ramified over WA = {v ∈ YA/ dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A = 2}.
Lemma 9. Let i : V −→ V be an involution; if i(A) = A, i induces an involution ıˆ on XA.
Proof. We clearly have i∗Ω3
P5
(3) ∼= Ω3
P5
(3).
Fi(v) //
i

∧3V
i(A)
i

Fv
λA,v
// ∧
3V
A
and hence also
i∗F //

∧3V
i(A) ⊗OP5

F
λA
// ∧
3V
A
⊗OP5
(7)
If i(A) = A then i(YA) = YA. Indeed, YA =
{
v ∈ P(V )/(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A 6= 0} is invariant for i
as soon as A is.
In order to prove that i induces an involution on XA we also need to show that i
∗ζA ∼= ζA
and that the morphism αA : ζA −→ ζ∗A commutes with i. It follows from diagram (7) that
i∗ CokerλA ∼= CokerλA and this implies i∗ζA ∼= ζA.
Moreover we know that αA = βA ⊗ idOYA (−3) (see [14] Proof of Proposition 4.4) where βA
satisfies the following diagram
0 // F
λA
//

A∗ ⊗OP5 //

j∗ζA //
βA

0
0 // A⊗OP5
λ∗A
// F ∗ // Ext1(j∗ζA,OP5) // 0
9
Everything in this diagram is invariant for i, hence βA and consequently αA commutes with i.
This shows that XA is fixed by an involution ıˆ such that
XA
ıˆ
//
f

XA
f

YA
i
// YA
(8)
Remark 10. Given i involution on YA, there are two involutions i1 and i2 on XA which fit
into diagram (8): they can be obtained one from each other by composition with the covering
involution iA, i.e. the involution which exchanges the sheets of f . Since the covering involution
iA is antisymplectic, i.e. i
∗
AωXA = −ωXA , we deduce that one involution will be symplectic and
the other antisymplectic. In all what follows we will denote by ıˆ the unique symplectic involution
induced on XA by i.
In order to apply Theorem 5 to ıˆ we need to show that there are Lagrangian subspaces A ∈
LG
0(∧3V ) invariant for i such that XA is smooth.
Given the decomposition V = V + ⊕ V − as direct sum of eigenspaces of i, we get
∧3 V = (∧3V )+ ⊕ (∧3V )− = ∧3V + ⊕ (V + ⊗ ∧2V −)⊕ (V − ⊗ ∧2V +)⊕ ∧3V − (9)
A subspace A ⊂ ∧3V is invariant under i if and only if it can be written A+ ⊕ A−, with A+ ⊂
∧3V + ⊕ (V + ⊗ ∧2V −) and A− ⊂ (V − ⊗ ∧2V +)⊕ ∧3V −.
We need to check that for such a general Lagrangian A we have XA smooth, i.e. that A does
not contain any decomposable tensors and that dimA ∩ Fl ≤ 2 for all l ∈ P(V ) (see [14]).
Proposition 11. If dimV + = 5 or 3, XA is not smooth.
Proof. If dimV + = 5, XA is not smooth. Indeed, we have either dimA
+ ≥ 5 or dimA− ≥ 5.
In the first case, since in P(∧3V +) ∼= P9 decomposable tensors are parametrized by G(2, 5) of
dimension 6, it must be P(A+) ∩ G(2, 5) 6= ∅. If dimA− ≥ 5, since P(V − ⊗ ∧2V +) ∼= P9 and
decomposable tensors are parametrized by P(V −)×G(2, 5) of dimension 6, we get P(A−)∩(P(V −)×
G(2, 5)) 6= ∅.
If dimV + = 3, XA is not smooth. Indeed, if dimA
+ ≥ 6 we immediately find a decomposable
tensor in P(A+), since P(V +)×G(2, 3) is a subvariety of dimension 4 of the variety of decomposable
tensors in P9. An analogous dimensional count shows that there is a decomposable in P(A−) if
dimA− ≥ 6.
Let us suppose that dimA+ = dimA− = 5. We claim that there is v ∈ V + such that
dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩A ≥ 3 and this shows that A is not in LG(∧3V )0.
First of all, let us remark that there is v ∈ V + such that (v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A+ 6= 0 if and only if
p(A+)∩(v∧∧2V −) 6= 0 where p : ∧3V +⊕(V +⊗∧2V −) −→ V +⊗∧2V − is the projection. Indeed,
either A+ ∩ ∧3V + 6= 0, and in this case there is a decomposable in A+ and the proof ends, or
dim p(A+) = 5. Hence there is a finite number of vectors v ∈ V + such that (v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A+ 6= 0:
indeed, we have seen that dimP(p(A+)) = 4 and on the other hand P(V +) × P(∧2V −) is a
4-dimensional subvariety of P(V + ⊗ ∧2V −) ∼= P8, so they intersect in a finite number of points.
Let v ∈ V + such a vector; let us show that dim(v∧∧2V )∩A− ≥ 2. Since A− ⊂ (∧2V +⊗V −)⊕
∧3V −, this is equivalent to dim(v ∧ V + ⊗ V −) ∩A− ≥ 2. Let us write A′ := A− ∩ (∧2V + ⊗ V −);
we have dimA′ = 4 otherwise there would be a decomposable in A−. Hence the morphism
∧v : A′ −→ ∧3V + ⊗ V − has nontrivial kernel W .
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On the other hand we have shown that there is τ ∈ ∧2V \ {0} such that v∧ τ ∈ A+ is nonzero.
The composition ∧τ ◦ ∧v : A′ −→ ∧3V + ⊗ V − −→ ∧6V must then be zero, since by hypothesis A
is Lagrangian and this happens only if A+ ∧ A− = 0. It follows that dimW ≥ 2, since otherwise
∧v would be surjective and ∧τ should be identically zero, which would imply τ ∈ ∧2V + and give
a decomposable tensor in A.
We are left with the case in which dimV + = 4, but we need a deeper analysis to understand
it. First of all let us remark that in this case i is symplectic on ∧3V , since det i = 1, and this
implies also that the decomposition (9) of ∧3V in eigenspaces of i is orthogonal with respect to
the symplectic form ω: if α ∈ (∧3V )+ and β ∈ (∧3V )−, det i(α∧β) = i(α)∧ i(β) = −α∧β, hence
α ∧ β = 0.
Let us also recall a standard fact from linear algebra.
Remark 12. If we have 3 vector spaces W , E1 and E2 such that:
1. dimW = dimE1 = dimE2;
2. W ⊂ E1 ⊕ E2;
3. W ∩ Ei = 0 for i = 1, 2,
then there is an isomorphism f : E1 −→ E2 such that W is the graph of f .
Since the third assumption implies that the two projections pi : W −→ Ei are isomorphisms,
the isomorphism f = p2 ◦ p−11 makes the deal.
Lemma 13. If dimV + = 4 and f1, f2 are a basis of V
−, let A = A+ ⊕ A− be a Lagrangian
subspace of ∧3V such that ∧3V + ∩A+ = 0, A+ ∩ (∧2V − ⊗ V +) = 0 and A− ∩ (Cfi ⊗∧2V +) = 0
for i = 1, 2. Then:
1. there is a self-adjoint operator u : ∧2V + → ∧2V + such that A− = {f1 ∧ x+ f2 ∧ u(x)/x ∈ ∧2V +};
2. A+ = {f1 ∧ f2 ∧ v + φ(v)/v ∈ V +} where φ : V + → ∧3V + is a linear isomorphism such that
v ∧ φ(w) = w ∧ φ(v) for all v, w ∈ V +.
Proof. A is Lagrangian if for all v, w ∈ A we have v ∧ w = 0. Here A will be Lagrangian as
soon as A+ and A− are Lagrangian respectively in ∧3V + ⊕ (V + ⊗ ∧2V −) and in (V − ⊗ ∧2V +),
since A+ ∧A− = 0 comes from the orthogonality of the decomposition (9).
1. First of all let us remark that given u and A− as in the statement, A− is Lagrangian: for all
x, y ∈ ∧2V + we have
(f1 ∧ x+ f2 ∧ u(x)) ∧ (f1 ∧ y + f2 ∧ u(y)) = f1 ∧ f2 ∧ (−x ∧ u(y) + u(x) ∧ y) = 0 (10)
Now let us consider A− ⊂ V − ⊗ ∧2V + = (Cf1 ⊗ ∧2V +)⊕ (Cf2 ⊗ ∧2V +); then by Remark
12 there is an isomorphism u : ∧2V + → ∧2V + such that A− is its graph; (10) tells us that
u is self-adjoint because A− is a Lagrangian subspace.
2. If A+ and φ satisfies the statement, A+ is Lagrangian in ∧3V +⊕ (∧2V −⊗ V +): indeed, for
all v, w ∈ V + we have
(f1 ∧ f2 ∧ v + φ(v)) ∧ (f1 ∧ f2 ∧ w + φ(w)) = f1 ∧ f2 ∧ (v ∧ φ(w) + φ(v) ∧ w) = 0 (11)
Viceversa, given a Lagrangian subspace A+ in ∧3V +⊕(∧2V −⊗V +) such that ∧3V +∩A+ = 0
and A+ ∩ (∧2V − ⊗ V +) = 0, by Remark 12 there is an isomorphism φ : V + → ∧3V + linear
such that A+ is its graph. Since A+ is Lagrangian, from (11) we deduce that φ satisfies
v ∧ φ(w) = w ∧ φ(v) for all v, w ∈ V +.
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Lemma 14. Using the notation of Lemma 13, if u has 6 distinct eigenvalues and no decomposable
eigenvector in ∧2V +, then A− does not contain any decomposable tensor and there is a basis of
eigenvectors x1, . . . , x6 ∈ ∧2V + such that u is diagonalizable.
Proof. If v ∧ w1 ∧ w2 ∈ A− we can suppose v ∈ V − and it follows that there must be λ ∈ C
such that u(w1 ∧ w2) = λw1 ∧ w2. This is against our assumption that u has no decomposable
eigenvectors, hence there are no decomposable tensors in A−. Let x ∈ ∧2V + be an eigenvector
of u; since Q(x) 6= 0, we have an orthogonal decomposition ∧2V + = Cx ⊕ V ′ such that V ′ is
invariant for u. By iterating this reasoning we then get an orthogonal basis of eigenvectors.
Lemma 15. Using the notation of Lemma 13, A+ does not contain any decomposable tensor.
Proof. If v ∧ w1 ∧ w2 ∈ A+ then we can suppose v ∈ V + and it follows that w1 ∧ w2 is a
decomposable in ∧2V + ⊕ ∧2V − which is only possible if w1 ∧ w2 ∈ ∧2V + or w1 ∧ w2 ∈ ∧2V −,
against the fact that A+ ∩ ∧3V + = 0 and A+ ∩ (∧2V − ⊗ V +) = 0.
Let us define LG(∧3V )∗ to be the set of all A ∈ LG(∧3V ) such that A admits a decomposition
as in Lemma 13 with u satisfying also the hypothesis of Lemma 14. It follows from what we said
that it is an open set inside LG(∧3V ). Indeed, up to a base change of V −, ∧3V + ∩ A+ = 0,
A+ ∩ (∧2V − ⊗ V +) = 0 and A− ∩ (Cfi ⊗ ∧2V +) = 0 for i = 1, 2 are all open conditions, since
P(A−) and P(Cfi ⊗ ∧2V +) are both 5-dimensional linear subspaces of P11 and dimP(A+) =
dimP(∧3V +) = dimP(∧2V − ⊗ V +) = 3 in P7.
Proposition 16. If A = A+ ⊕A− ∈ LG(∧3V )∗ then A ∈ LG(∧3V )0.
Proof. Let us remark that if v ∧ w1 ∧ w2 ∈ A, such a decomposable is associated to a 3-
dimensional vector subspace W ⊂ V which must therefore verify dimW ∩ V + ≥ 1. We can hence
suppose that v ∈ P(V +) ∩ YA and hence v is fixed by the involution i. Moreover it must be
dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A ≥ 2, since otherwise we would have found a decomposable inside A+ or A−,
which is not possible by Lemma 14 and 15 since A ∈ LG(∧3V )∗.
To conclude the proof we need to analyze better the fixed points of i on YA and for this purpose
we need to recall here the construction of the quadric line complex: for further details and all the
proofs the reader is referred to Chapter 6 of [10].
Lines lx in P
3 are parametrized by the Grassmannian G = G(2, 4) ⊂ P5, which is defined by
the Plu¨cker quadric equation x ∧ x = 0. Given another smooth quadric F in P5, the intersection
X = F ∩G is the so-called quadric line complex. Given p ∈ P3 we want to understand which lines
of our complex pass through p. Let σ(p) be the set of all x ∈ X such that p ∈ lx; it is a 2-plane
contained in G and we look at its intersection with F , which is a conic in σ(p). The set S of points
p ∈ P3 such that F ∩ σ(p) is a singular conic is shown to be a singular Kummer surface of degree
4, called the associated Kummer surface of X . The singular locus R of S is made of 16 ordinary
double points, which are precisely the ones such that F ∩ σ(p) is a double line.
Given x ∈ X , the corresponding line lx is singular if there is p ∈ lx such that σ(p) is tangent
to F in x. The set Σ of points x ∈ X such that lx is singular is a smooth minimal K3 surface and
there is a morphism pi : Σ −→ S defined by pi(x) = p ∈ lx such that σ(p) = TxF . In fact, pi is the
blow-up of S along R. There is also a morphism pi′ : Σ −→ S∗ defined by pi′(x) = h ⊃ lx such
that σ(h) = {y ∈ G/ly ⊂ h} is tangent to F in x. There is a commutative diagram
Σ
pi
//
pi′
  A
AA
AA
AA
A S
δ
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
S∗
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where δ(v) = TvS for all v ∈ S.
Another characterization of Σ is the following. Let x ∧ Qx = 0 and x ∧ Q′x = 0 be the two
quadratic forms defining the two quadrics G and F , where Q and Q′ are two symmetric matrices;
Σ = G∩F ∩H where H is the quadric hypersurface corresponding to the matrix Q′Q−1Q′. Since
we will need it later, let us remark that, by standard linear algebra, whenever Q′ has distinct
eigenvalues it is possible to suppose that Q = I and at the same time to diagonalize Q′ (see
Chapter XII §6 of [9]): hence we can find homogeneous coordinates [X0, . . . , X5] ∈ P5 such that
G and F are respectively defined by the equations
∑5
i=0X
2
i = 0 and
∑5
i=0 λiX
2
i = 0. Using such
coordinates then H turns out to be defined by
∑5
i=0 λ
2
iX
2
i = 0.
Proposition 17. Let i be an involution on V such that dimV + = 4 and let A ∈ LG(∧3V )∗
be invariant for i. Then the fixed locus Fix(i) of i on YA is the union of 6 isolated fixed points
q1, . . . , q6 ∈ P(V +), one smooth quadric Q and a singular Kummer surface S of degree 4 in P3.
Proof. The fixed points of i on YA are precisely the intersections YA∩P(V +) and YA∩P(V −).
Given v ∈ V we want to understand when (v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩A 6= 0; since (v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩A is fixed by the
involution, this intersection splits into
(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A = ((v ∧ ∧2V )+ ∩ A+)⊕ ((v ∧ ∧2V )− ∩A−)
where (v ∧ ∧2V )+ and (v ∧ ∧2V )− are the intersections of (v ∧ ∧2V ) respectively with (∧3V )+
and (∧3V )−. We are going to investigate each of these summands separately.
1. If v ∈ V + we have (v ∧ ∧2V )+ = v ∧ (∧2V + ⊕ ∧2V −) and (v ∧ ∧2V )− = v ∧ (V + ⊗ V −).
• If α ∈ (v ∧ ∧2V )+ ∩ A+, there is τ ∈ ∧2V + such that α = v ∧ τ + v ∧ f1 ∧ f2 and on
the other hand since α ∈ A+ we have α = f1 ∧ f2 ∧ v + φ(v) by Lemma 13. Hence we
get φ(v) = v ∧ τ and this happens if and only if v ∧ φ(v) = 0: this equation defines a
quadric Q in P3 ∼= P(V +).
• If α ∈ (v ∧ ∧2V )− ∩ A−, there are y1, y2 ∈ V + such that α = v ∧ y1 ∧ f1 + v ∧ y2 ∧ f2
and on the other hand there is x ∈ ∧2V + such that α = f1 ∧ x+ f2 ∧ u(x) by Lemma
13. Comparing the two expressions we get
{
x = v ∧ y1
u(x) = v ∧ y2 (12)
and the forms x ∈ ∧2V + solutions of (12) are exactly those who satisfy x∧x = x∧u(x) =
u(x)∧u(x) = 0 in P(∧2V +) ∼= P5. Hence x ∈ Σ, the smooth K3 surface associated to the
quadric line complex defined above, where as F we consider the quadric hypersurface
defined by x ∧ u(x) = 0.
Keeping the notation we used above, we claim that pi(x) = v ∈ S. Indeed, pi(x) ∈ lx is
the point such that TxF = σ(pi(x)); hence every line corresponding to a point of TxF
passes through pi(x), which can be recovered as the intersection of any such line with lx.
Since TxF is defined by the equation y ∧ u(x) = 0 for y ∈ P5, we get that u(x) ∈ TxF ,
so pi(x) is the intersection of the lines lx and lu(x), i.e. pi(x) = v.
2. If v ∈ V − we have (v ∧ ∧2V )+ = v ∧ (V + ⊗ V −) and (v ∧ ∧2V )− = v ∧ ∧2V +.
• We have A+ ∩ (V +⊗∧2V −) = 0 by Lemma 13, so there are no fixed points which arise
from this case.
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• If α ∈ (v ∧ ∧2V )− ∩A−, there is τ ∈ ∧2V + such that α = v ∧ τ and on the other hand
there is x ∈ ∧2V + such that α = f1 ∧ x + f2 ∧ u(x) by Lemma 13. Since f1, f2 form
a basis of V −, there is λ ∈ C such that v = f1 + λf2. Comparing the two expressions
we get τ = x and u(x) = λx, i.e. λ is an eigenvalue of u and x is the corresponding
eigenvector. Since u has 6 different eigenvalues, we obtain 6 isolated fixed points.
Remark 18. When v ∈ S the proof of Proposition 17 gives us more information: indeed, pi−1(v) ∼=
P((v ∧ ∧2V )− ∩ A−), hence dim(v ∧ ∧2V )− ∩ A− = 2 if v ∈ R, 1 otherwise.
When v ∈ Q we always have that dim(v ∧ ∧2V )+ ∩A+ = 1, since by Lemma 13 the projection
A+ → V + ⊗ ∧2V − is an isomorphism.
End of the proof of Proposition 16. From Remark 18 it follows that the only points v for
which dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A = 3 are among the 16 isolated singular points of S if they belong to Q
too, which does not happen if Q is general enough. Hence we have dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩ A ≤ 2.
Moreover, we have seen that if v ∧ w1 ∧ w2 ∈ A we can suppose v ∈ V + and we must have
dim(v ∧ ∧2V ) ∩A = 2. In such a case then v ∈ Q ∩ S; we claim that v is then a singular point of
the intersection, which cannot happen when Q is general enough.
Indeed, there is x ∈ ∧2V + such that v ∧ w1 ∧ w2 = v ∧ f1 ∧ f2 + φ(v) + f1 ∧ x + f2 ∧ u(x)
and by the proof of Proposition 17 we know that there are z ∈ ∧2V + and yi ∈ V + such that
φ(v) = v ∧ z, x = v ∧ y1 and u(x) = v ∧ y2. We can suppose that wi = w+i + fi with w+i ∈ V + for
i = 1, 2 up to a base change: we cannot have W ⊂ V + ⊕ Cfi for i = 1 or 2, because in that case
v ∧w1 ∧w2 ∈ ∧3V +⊕ (Cfi⊗∧2V +) and (∧3V +⊕ (Cfi⊗∧2V +))∩A = 0. After replacing we get

v ∧ w+1 ∧ w+2 = v ∧ z
v ∧ w+1 ∧ f2 − v ∧ w+2 ∧ f1 = v ∧ y1 ∧ f1 + v ∧ y2 ∧ f2
(13)
From the second equation we get w+1 − y2 = kv and w+2 + y1 = hv with k, h ∈ C. Hence
we have w+1 ∧ w+2 = y1 ∧ y2 + hy1 ∧ v − ky2 ∧ v. Replacing in the first equation we then obtain
v ∧ (y1 ∧ y2 − z) = 0. This shows that y1, y2 ∈ TvQ, which is defined by y ∧ ϕ(v) = 0.
On the other hand, TvS is spanned by the two lines associated to x = v∧y1 and u(x) = v∧y2:
both x and u(x) satisfy y ∧ u(x) = 0 which is the equation defining TxF , hence they span
pi′(x) = TvS. Thus we get TvS = TvQ, i.e. v is a singular point of Q ∩ S. This ends the
proof of the smoothness of XA when A ∈ LG(∧3V )∗.
Let us now study the symplectic involution ıˆ induced on XA (see Remark 10).
Proposition 19. Let i be an involution on V such that dimV + = 4 and let A ∈ LG(∧3V )∗ be
invariant for i; then the induced symplectic involution ıˆ on XA has 28 isolated fixed points and a
fixed K3 surface.
Proof. We know that Fix(ˆı) has smooth symplectic components from Lemma 2 and Proposi-
tion 3 and on the other hand we have f(Fix(ˆı)) ⊂ Fix(i) which we have completely described.
If Z ⊂ Fix(ˆı) is a surface it must be the double cover either of Q or of S and we know which
is the ramification locus: it is given in the former case by Q ∩WA and in the latter by S ∩WA.
From what we said above it is clear that Q ∩WA ∼= Q ∩ S and the double cover of a smooth
quadric ramified along a quartic curve is a K3 surface. On the other hand let C be the trace of the
quadric Q on the Kummer surface S; then S ∩WA is the union of the 16 ordinary double points
of S and of C = Q ∩ S. In this case we have the following commutative diagram
T
ε
//
g

Z
f|Z

Σ
pi
// S
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where pi and ε are respectively the blow-ups of S and Z in p1, . . . , p16 and in f
−1(p1), . . . , f
−1(p16)
and g is the double cover of Σ ramified along E1, . . . , E16 and pi
−1(C) ∼= C. Let D be a divisor on
Σ such that 2D = C and Fi be the exceptional divisor on T corresponding to f
−1(pi); we have
that KT = g
∗D+
∑
Fi and also KT = ε
∗KZ +
∑
Fi, hence KZ cannot be trivial and Z is neither
K3 or abelian.
From what we said it follows that there cannot be abelian surfaces inside Fix(ˆı) and that the
symplectic involution is of the third type described by Theorem 5 and it must fix 28 isolated
points and a K3 surface. We have already seen that the K3 surface arises as the double cover of Q
ramified along the quartic curve Q ∩ S. Moreover the 6 isolated fixed points on YA gives 12 fixed
points for ıˆ. Finally the 16 points f−1(pi) which are the fibers of the 16 ordinary double points of
S are fixed too, giving us all the 28 isolated points we expected.
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